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Introduction

1

CLMA benefits from:

2

•

Net-zero and Paris Agreement-aligned
regulatory changes

•

Consumer preference trends

•

Balanced exposure to a comprehensive list of
climate change solutions

•

Exposure to high growth solutions

•

A data-based approach

iClima Global
Decarbonisation Enablers ETF (ticker: CLMA)

Capital at risk.
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•

Green Energy

•

Green Transportation

•

Water & Waste Improvements

•

Enabling Solutions

•

Sustainable Products.

The Danger of Climate Change

CO2 reductions needed to keep global temperature rise below 1.5
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Global greenhouse gas emissions and warning scenarios

Av annual public mitigation finance
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Global Tailwinds

Regulatory Factors Influencing Climate Investments

The 2015 Paris Agreement:

EU Green Deal underway:

New EU ESG regulations such as “suitability rules”

UK was the first country to announce mandatory disclosure requirements

China’s commitment to being net-zero by 2060

US potential green deal and return to Paris Agreement:

Market Forces Influencing Climate Investments
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costs for renewable energy are cheaper
11.9% CAGR
11

12

32% by 2030 13

$117.3B by 202514
greater “smart” energy efficiency products.
15
Growing focus on impact of
investments.

The Sustainable
Landscape

Global Passive Sustainable Fund Asset Growth by Region

The CLMA Approach

displace
emission-producing alternatives – thus enabling
CO2e avoidance

CLMA delivering Alpha in 2020 - providing exposure to relevant, in demand climate
change solutions
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CLMA Segments
Inspired by the Project Drawdown16 and the EU Green Taxonomy17, iClima Earth identified five segments
that effectively combine and reflect a wide spectrum of climate change solutions. The companies in iClima’s
universe provide solutions across the following segments:
Sub-Theme

Enabling Solutions

Green Energy

Green Transportation

Water & Waste
Improvements

Sustainable Products

Description

Examples

iClima Methodology for Company Selection

CLMA Companies

iClima’s Methodology for Calculating
CO2e Avoidance
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1. Identify Solutions

Net Avoided Emissions
2. Establish boundary and Baseline

3. Document Methodology and identify data

Where:
•

BAU baseline emissions

4. Test mechanisms and methodologies

•

solution-enabled scenario

5. Identify studies, determine carbon
abatement factor

6. Collect data

7. Calculate carbon abatement

8. Results and process validation

Quantifying material impact

▪

▪

▪ CLMA IMPACT:

CLMA growth sector snapshot: Networks
Decentralisation & Digitalisation

CO2 Avoidance Relevance

BAU:

Green Solution:

System Boundary:

Estimated Annual Average Global Investments
into Networks

CLMA growth sector snapshot:
Electric Vehicles
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CO2 Avoidance Relevance
BAU:
Green Solution:

System Boundary:

CLMA growth sector snapshot: The Hydrogen
Economy
Hydrogen for hard to abate activities
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Estimated Fuel Cell EV Global Market Value

CO2 Avoidance Relevance

BAU:
Green Solution:

System Boundary:

CLMA growth sector snapshot: Sustainable Food
Demand Driven Based on New
Consumer Habits

Estimated Global Plant-Based Meat Market
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CO2 Avoidance Relevance
BAU:

Green Solution:
System Boundary:

CLMA growth sector snapshot:
Recycling & Waste Management
Regulation, Consumer Support &
Producers Responsibility

Estimated Global Waste Management Industry
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CO2 Avoidance Relevance

BAU:
Green Solution:

System Boundary:
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Trading Information
Exchange

BBG Code

RIC

ISIN

SEDOL

Currency

TER

London Stock Exchange

CLMA LN

CLMA.L

IE00BNC1F287

BLF0M50

USD

0.65%

London Stock Exchange

CLMP LN

CLMP.L

IE00BNC1F287

BLF0M83

GBP

0.65%

Deutsche Boerse Xetra

ECLM GY

ECLM.DE

IE00BNC1F287

BN93X89

EUR

0.65%

Borsa Italiana

CLMA IM

CLMA.MI

IE00BNC1F287

BN93X78

EUR

0.65%

Risks

About iClima Earth

About HANetf

Important Information
Communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”)
The content in this document is issued by HANetf Management Limited (“HML”) acting in its capacity as management
company of HANetf ICAV. HML is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. HML is registered in Ireland
with registration number 621172.
Communications issued in the UK
The content in this document is issued by HANetf Limited (“HANetf”), an appointed representative of Mirabella Advisers
LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA FRN 606792). HANetf is registered in
England and Wales with registration number 10697042.
This communication has been prepared for professional investors, but the Exchange Traded Funds (“ETFs”) set out in
this communication may be available in some jurisdictions to any investors. Please check with your broker or
intermediary that the relevant ETF is available in your jurisdiction and suitable for your investment profile.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The price of the ETFs may vary and they do not
offer a fixed income.
This document may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our belief or current
expectations with regards to the performance of certain assets classes. Forward looking statements are subject to
certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and
actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Therefore, readers are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.
The content of this document does not constitute an investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer
to buy any product or make any investment. An investment in an exchange traded product is dependent on the
performance of the underlying asset class, less costs, but it is not expected to track that performance exactly. The
ETFs involve numerous risks including among others, general market risks relating to underlying adverse price
movements in an Index or underlying asset class and currency, liquidity, operational, legal and regulatory risks.
The information contained on this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an
advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of securities in the United States or any province or
territory thereof, where HANetf ICAV or their ETFs are authorised or registered for distribution and where no
prospectus of HANetf ICAV has been filed with any securities commission or regulatory authority. No document or
information on this document should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United States.
HANetf ICAV, nor any securities issued by it, have been or will be registered under the United States Securities Act of
1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualified under any applicable state securities statutes.
HANetf ICAV is an open-ended Irish collective asset management vehicle issuing under the terms in the Prospectus
and relevant Supplement approved by the Central Bank of Ireland (“CBI”) (“Prospectus”) is the issuer of the ETFs.
Investors should read the current version of the Prospectus before investing and should refer to the section of the
Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment in the ETFs. Any decision
to invest should be based on the information contained in the Prospectus.
The Prospectus can all be downloaded from www.hanetf.com.
The decision and amount to invest in any ETF should take into consideration your specific circumstances after
seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice.

